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 HEADING OF JUDGMENT IN ORIGINAL SUIT/CASE 
 

          District: Dhubri 
 

                  IN THE COURT OF MUNSIFF NO-1, DHUBRI 
 

 

Present: Nur Jamal Hoque, AJS 

             Munsiff No-1 

             Dhubri 

 

 Thursday, 10th day of April, 2014 

                                            T.S NO-524/2006 

                 Smti Niva Rani Ghosh  V/S Sri Biswajit Ghosh 

 

This suit coming on for argument on -21/3/14 in presence of:- 

    Mr. M.K Dey & K. Anam                                   LD     Advocate for the plaintiff  

    Mr. R. N Mondal                                              LD     Advocate for defendant  

 And having stood for consideration to this day, the court delivered the following 

judgment:- 

         JUDGMENT AND ORDER 

                    “This is a suit for declaring Deed of Gift No-252 Dated-5/2/06” 

1.Plaintiffs case in a nutshell is that defendant Biswajit Ghosh is the plaintiffs 
husband's elder brothers son, who is looking after the property of plaintiff and who 
requested the plaintiff to execute a power of attorney in his favor, which will be 
necessary for the old aged pension of plaintiff and for mutating her name in the 
survey of revisionary settlement. Accordingly the defendant prepared and brought a 
deed of power of attorney and took thumb impression of plaintiff and presented 
before Sub-Register where without explaining the contents  of the deed she was asked 
to put her signature in it and Nivarani Ghosh admitted her signature. That plaintiff 
came to know from one Debendra Nath Ghosh that it was not a power of attorney, but 
a gift deed was obtained by the defendant and who filed petition before A.S.O for 
mutating his name. Hence this suit filed by the plaintiff against the defendant for 
cancellation of gift deed which fraudulently obtained from plaintiff.  

2. The defendants contested the suit by filling written statement  both in 
law and facts. The defendant with the plea of maintainability, barred under law of 
limitation, cause of action,etc, denied the entire averments of plaint save and except 
those are specifically admitted in the written statement. The defendant further 
pleaded that plaintiff being absolute owner of suit property voluntarily gifted the 
same to him through registered gift deed and he accepted it. That plaintiff being 
instigated by Madhab Chandra Ghosh, his wife Manjurani Ghosh, Debojit Ghosh and 
others plaintiff instituted this suit and manufactured the version of them. The 
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defendant further pleaded that he being nephew of Madhab Chandra Ghosh, he used 
to look after the  

 
                                                           (2) 
   property of ailing Madhab Chandra Ghosh since the year 2000 and the question of 

misrepresentation and fraud in the executing gift deed does not arise, rather plaintiff 
executed said gift deed without any influence or coercion and the gift deed is 
genuine and valid. Hence upon the above defendant prayed dismissal of suit with 
cost.  
3.  Upon the above pleadings my predecessor in office framed following issues:-  
 
             ISSUES                             

1. Whether the suit maintainable? 
2. Whether there is a cause of action for the suit? 
3. Whether the gift deed no-252 dated-6/2/06 was made to be 

executed by the plaintiff in favor of the defendant, by defendant's 
misrepresentation and whether the same is liable to be canceled? 

4. Whether plaintiff is entitled to get a decree as prayed for? 
 

4. In this case plaintiff side adduces both oral and documentary evidences before 
the court. In the other hand defendant side also adduces both oral and 
documentary evidences before this court.  

 
5. I have heard the arguments put forwarded by plaintiff and defendant side and 

also perused the pleadings of both sides along with the entire evidences on 
records with the written argument submitted by both sides.  

 
                  DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS FOR SUCH DECISION 
 

6.6.6.6. ISSUE NO-1:-    MAINTAINABILITY OF SUIT 
The defendant in the instant suit alleged that the suit is not maintainable in its 
present form. Defendant in the instant suit failed to mention specifically as why and 
how the suit is not maintainable. Whereas Order –8, Rule- 2 of C.P.C says that 
defendant must raise all the pleadings specifically regarding the non maintainability 
of the suit. I also do not find anything in the suit which renders the suit is not 
maintainable. Hence the suit is maintainable. This issue is answered in affirmative 
and in favor of the plaintiff. 

7. ISSUE NO-2 CAUSE OF ACTION FOR THE SUIT 
The defendant in their written statement pleaded that this suit has no cause of 
action. A cause of action is bundle of facts affirmed by one party and denied by the 
other. Let have a look whether such bundle of facts arose from the pleadings of both 
sides or not. I have carefully gone through the pleadings of both sides, where I finds 
that instant suit instituted by the plaintiff contending that defendant through 
misrepresentation got executed gift deed in his favor from the plaintiff in respect of 
suit property and plaintiff claimed cancellation of such gift deed. In the other hand 
defendant pleaded that plaintiff being the absolute owner and possessor of the suit 
property voluntarily without any coercion executed such gift deed in favor of 
defendant. The defendant side further raised some question of facts and law through 
his pleadings.  
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      (3) 
From the pleadings of both sides a bona-fide dispute is arose and such dispute 
required to be adjudicated in this suit in hand. Therefore in the light of all the above 
discussion I  am of considered opinion that this suit has cause of action. Hence this 
issue is answered in affirmative and in favor of plaintiff.  
 
8. ISSUE NO-3:- VALIDITY OF GIFT DEED NO-252 DATED-6/2/06 AND WHETHER SUCH GIFT 
DEED IS LIABLE TO BE CANCELED:- 
This issue relates to crux of this suit. Plaintiff filed this suit contending that 
defendant through misrepresentation got executed gift deed no-252 dated-6/2/06 in 
respect of suit property. In the other hand defendant pleaded that plaintiff being the 
absolute owner of suit property voluntarily gifted the suit property in his favor 
through executing registered gift deed no-252 dated-6/2/06. From the pleadings of 
both sides it has categorically appears before this court that registration of Gift Deed 
is not the subject matter of the dispute, but the subject matter of dispute is the its 
genuineness under the ground as to whether said gift deed obtained by defendant 
from plaintiff by misrepresentation of fact and obtained a signature over a gift deed 
under pretext of the same to be a power of attorney.  
The pleadings of both the parties discloses two suits, one is T.S No-524/06 filed by 
Nivarani Ghosh against Biswajit Ghosh and other is T.S No-293/08 filed by Biswajit 
Ghosh against Madhev Ghosh and Nivarani Ghosh and both the suits are virtually enter 
counting against each other. T.S No-524/06 filed for cancellation of registered gift 
deed no-252 dated-6/2/06 alleged to have obtained from Nivarani Ghosh by 
misrepresentation with respect to the suit land and T.S No-293/08 filed for recovery 
of suit land with respect to 6 ½ L of land. That both the suits filed just in the nature 
of counter claim of T.S No-524/06. The subject matter of both the suit is the 
registered gift deed no-252 dated-6/2/06 alleged to have obtained fraudulently from 
plaintiff of T.S No-524/06 by playing misrepresentation upon her. Thus one very vital 
question arose from the pleadings of both sides, which is-------'' whether gift deed no-
252/06 is a valid document or whether said gift deed was obtained by the defendant 
from plaintiff through misrepresentation” and to decide that issue I have carefully 
traveled through the oral and documentary evidences adduces by both parties.  
PW-1 being plaintiff of this suit submitted her examination in chief through affidavit 
supporting the averments of plaint. PW-1 in his cross-examination deposed that---'' 
she does not know the place where the sub-register office is situated and she also 
does not know the differences between the General Power of Attorney and Gift Deed. 
PW-1 also deposed that she affixed her thumb impression on the deed. One sitting 
held but failed. Biswajit Ghosh did not agree to share the suit land with others.  
PW-2 submitted her examination in chief through affidavit supporting the entire 
averments of plaint. PW-2 in her cross-examination testifies that what is power of 
attorney she does not know. Biswajit stayed in the suit land and frequently quarrels 
took place between the parties for the suit land  and she does not know about any 
fake deed done by Biswajit Ghosh.  
PW-3 submitted his examination in chief through affidavit supporting the entire 
averments of plaint. PW-3 in her cross-examination testifies that there was a sitting 
amongst their family members where the elder brother of Wajed Ali Choudhury Hazi 
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Saheb was present. No settlement could be made because Biswajit Ghosh denied to 
share the said property to any other members of their family.  
 
      (4) 
To sum up the oral and documentary evidences of plaintiff side it clearly appears 
before this court that PW-1 being plaintiff of this suit and allegedly being executant 
of gift deed no-252/06, vehemently denied the fact that she ever executed any 
registered gift deed in favor of the defendant. She in her cross-examination admitted 
the fact that she only put her signature on deed. PW-1 in her pleadings as well as in 
her examination in chief clearly deposed that defendant Biswajit Ghosh  is the 
plaintiffs husband's elder brothers son, who is looking after the property of plaintiff 
and who requested the plaintiff to execute a power of attorney in his favor, which 
will be necessary for the old aged pension of plaintiff and for mutating her name in 
the survey of revisional settlement. Accordingly the defendant prepared and brought 
a deed of power of attorney and took thumb impression of plaintiff and presented 
before Sub-Register where without explaining the contents  of the deed she was asked 
whether she put her signature in it and Nivarani Ghosh admitted her signature. The 
testimonies of PW-1 clears the fact that she is a lady having age above 50 years who 
does not know differences between the power of attorney and gift deed. As such it is 
obvious for the PW-1(Nivarani Ghosh) that she can' t read and write. A person who is 
illiterate and who can not read and write, it very much impossible for his/her to 
understand about the contents of a deed which allegedly executed after taking her 
thumb impression. PW-1 even failed to explain the fact whether the gift deed really 
was registered, because she failed to explain in her cross-examination about the 
situation of sub-register office.  
The entire pleadings of plaintiff says about the misrepresentation played by the 
defendant upon the plaintiff in regards to getting gift deed. From the oral and 
documentary evidences of defendants side it is crystal clear that original owner of 
suit property was the husband of plaintiff who purchased such property and who died 
leaving only the plaintiff as his sole legal heirs. So, plaintiff is the absolute owner of 
suit property and that fact also admitted by the parties of this suit. In this case 
plaintiff being the absolute owner of suit property claimed that defendant obtained 
gift deed from her by misrepresentation of fact that actually that deed  was made for 
power of attorney. The plaintiff being the absolute owner of suit property during her 
life time challenged the alleged gift deed by filling instant suit contending that 
defendant got executed her thumb impression over the deed showing the fact that 
power of attorney will be prepared, but subsequently plaintiff came to know from the 
father of defendant PW-3 Debendra Nath Ghosh that defendant prepared a gift deed 
on which she put her thumb impression. The balance of probability goes in favor of 
the plaintiff as she is an illiterate old aged women and she does not know to read and 
write and it is obvious for her that she could not be able to read the contents of 
registered gift deed. For example PW-1 being plaintiff of this suit failed to say the 
fact that where actually the gift deed was registered. Because defendant being DW-1 
in his cross-examination deposed that gift deed was registered through commission in 
the house of learned counsel Mr Rabin Mondal. Whereas PW-1 in her pleadings as well 
as in her cross-examination deposed that she was taken at the office of sub-register 
and she put her thump impression believing the fact that a Power of Attorney will be 
prepared by using such deeds over which she put her thumb impression. That 
indicates PW-1 was have no knowledge about the sub-register office as well as the 
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fact of registration of gift deed through commission at the house of Learned Counsel 
Mr Rabin Mondal. If the plaintiff would voluntarily gifted the suit  
 
        (5) 
property to Biswajit Ghosh, then subsequently the plaintiff would have not filed this 
suit alleging the fact of misrepresentation. The defendant side through his oral and 
documentary evidences failed to prove or show anything which can prove the fact 
that the story of plaintiff case are false. The defendant failed to prove anything 
strong grounds before this court under which the plaintiff filed this suit alleging 
falsely against the defendant praying cancellation of gift deed no-252/06. In the other 
hand plaintiff side categorically proves the fact that instant suit filed by the plaintiff 
by knowing the fact of execution of gift deed from PW-3 Debendra Nath Ghosh, who 
happens to be the father of defendant. PW-3 also through his testimony supported the 
case of plaintiff side. In this case burden of proof as to genuineness of gift deed lies 
upon the defendant but the defendant failed to discharged the alleged burden before 
this court by proving the fact that plaintiff voluntarily executed the gift deed in his 
favor in respect to the suit land. Undoubtedly the DW-1, DW-2, DW-3, DW-4 proved 
the fact that plaintiff put her thumb impression over gift deed, but whether plaintiff 
put her signature knowing the fact that it is a gift deed, that fact not proved before 
this court. The plaintiff put her signature over the deed and that fact also admitted 
by plaintiff herself, but plaintiff vise versa submitted that she put her signature over 
the deed with an intentions to execute power of attorney in favor of defendant. 
Plaintiff during her life time has got every right to challenge the gift deed if she really 
not executed said gift of transfer of suit property and defendant side through his oral 
and documentary evidences failed to prove anything before this court which can 
prove the genuineness of gift deed.  
To sum up the oral and documentary evidences of both the sides at this stage this 
court finds balance of probability in favor of the plaintiff. Therefore in the light of all 
the above discussion I am of considered opinion that gift deed no-252/06 got 
executed by the defendant from the plaintiff by misrepresentation and  said gift deed 
is invalid and liable to be canceled. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and in 
favor of plaintiff.  
 
9. ISSUE NO-4 RELIEFS 
In the light of discussion and decision made in issue no-3, plaintiff is entitled to get 
all the reliefs as prayed for. Hence this issue is answered in affirmative and in favor 
of plaintiff.  
 
              ORDER 
10. In the result suit is decreed on contest with cost by declaring that gift deed no-
252/06 was intended to be executed by the plaintiff as Power of Attorney and not as 
gift deed in favor of defendant. A decree declaring the gift deed no-252/06 is void 
and liable to be canceled.  
11.  Prepare a decree accordingly.  
12.  Judgment is pronounced and delivered in open court under the hand seal of this 
court on  10th day of April,  2014. 

 
 
   MUNSIFF NO-1 
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                  Dhubri  
 
 
      (6) 
 
 
     
                                                       APPENDIX 
 

1. PLAINTIFFS WITNESSES              PW- 1 Niva Rani Ghosh  
            PW-2 Parboti Mondal 
      PW-3 Debendra Nath Ghosh 
       
     2. PLAINTIFFS EXHIBITS   : -           Ext-1 C.C of Gift Deed 
            Ext-2 Envelope Notice 
  Ext-3 Advocate Notice 
  

3. DEFENDANTS WITNESSES :- DW-1 Biswajit Ghosh 
                                          DW-2 Bholanath Choudhury 
                                          DW-3 Dulal Chandra Das 
                                          DW-4 Narendra Nath Sarkar 
                                          DW-5 Dulal Chandra Das 
                                          DW-6 Manik Paul 

4. DEFENDANTS EXHIBITS   :- Ext-A Sale Deed No-3940 
                                                      Ext-B Rayoti Khatian 

Ext-C(1) to (46) Prescription, Test report etc 
Ext-D,D(1) to D(7) Electricity Bill 
Ext-E, E(series) Municipality house tax 
Ext-F Land Revenue Receipt 
Ext-G Registered Gift Deed 
Ext-H Registered Letter by Advocate 
Ext-H(series) signatures 
Ext-I Complain 
Ext-J Police report 
Ext-K Petition under section-107/144 Cr.P.C 
Ext-L Police Report 
Ext-M Certified copy of Registered Gift Deed 
Ext-N R.T.I Letter No-DBC-12/07 
Ext-N(A) Order of Mutation 
Ext-O Certified copy of Rayoti Khatian no-90 
Ext-P Judgment of Acquittal 
Ext-Q Original Gift Deed no-252/06 
Ext-Q(series) Signatures 
Ext-R Original Gift deed no-248/06 
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 MUNSIFF NO-1 
                                                                                         Dhubri 


